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Abstract
Semi-quantum key distribution protocols are designed to allow two parties to establish a shared secret key, secure against an all-powerful adversary, even when one of
the users is restricted to measuring and preparing quantum states in one single basis.
While interesting from a theoretical standpoint, these protocols have the disadvantage
that a two-way quantum communication channel is necessary which generally limits
their theoretical efficiency and noise tolerance. In this paper, we construct a new semiquantum key distribution (SQKD) protocol which actually takes advantage of this
necessary two-way channel, and, after performing an information theoretic security
analysis against collective attacks, we show it is able to tolerate a channel noise level
higher than any prior SQKD protocol to-date. We also compare the noise tolerance of
our protocol to other two-way fully quantum protocols, along with BB84 with Classical Advantage Distillation (CAD). We also comment on some practical issues involving
semi-quantum key distribution (in particular, concerning the potential complexity in
physical implementation of our protocol as compared with other standard QKD protocols). Finally, we develop techniques that can be applied to the security analysis of
other (S)QKD protocols reliant on a two-way quantum communication channel.

PACS: 03.67.Dd, 03.67.-a

I.

INTRODUCTION

Key distribution is the task of allowing two parties, typically referred to as Alice (A) and
Bob (B), to agree on a shared secret key. Such a key may be used in other cryptographic
primitives such as encryption or authentication. If A and B are restricted to communicating
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only through classical means, it is impossible to create a secure key distribution protocol,
unless one makes computational assumptions on the power of the adversary Eve (E) (e.g.,
unless one assumes certain problems are computationally difficult to solve in a “reasonable”
amount of time). However, if we provide A and B with quantum communication capabilities,
this impossibility result no longer holds. Indeed, with Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
protocols, it is possible for A and B to agree on a shared secret key which is secure against
an all-powerful adversary.
Thus, if both parties A and B only have classical capabilities, information theoretic
key distribution is impossible; if both parties have quantum capabilities, perfect security
is possible. Is there a middle-ground? In 2007, Boyer et al., [1] introduced the semiquantum model of cryptography in order to shed light on this question. A protocol that is
semi-quantum requires only one of the honest participants to be quantum capable while the
other participants are “classical.” For the key-distribution problem, a semi-quantum key
distribution (SQKD) protocol requires A to be the quantum user (who is able to work with
qubits in arbitrary manners) while the other user, B, is the classical user (who is restricted
to working in a single basis or disconnecting from the quantum channel - we will discuss the
exact capabilities of both users later in this paper). We comment that this “classical” user
as used in our protocol, though restricted from a theoretical point of view (in that he cannot
perform certain measurements) may actually be more complicated to implement in practice
due to his need to measure and resend quantum states (and, at an implementation level, still
must be able to control and generate quantum states). Indeed, standard “fully-quantum”
protocols are easier to implement with today’s technology.
Our interest in studying this semi-quantum protocol, however, is from a theoretical perspective especially to see how security is affected with the classical user’s theoretical limitation on not being able to perform certain measurements. However, the techniques used
here may be applicable to other, potentially practical, SQKD protocols such as the recently
developed “mirror” protocol [2]; we leave this practical study as interesting future work and
restrict ourselves to a theoretical analysis in this paper.
Despite the theoretical interest to the semi-quantum model, there is one severe draw-back
in that a two-way quantum communication channel is required for their operation (see Figure
1). Such a channel allows a qubit to travel from the quantum user A, to the limited classical
user B, then back to A. This potentially introduces greater noise as a qubit must travel
farther. While favorable noise tolerances have been computed for some SQKD protocols now
(see [3, 4, 5]; in particular, as shown in [4], the original SQKD protocol of Boyer et al. [1]
has a noise tolerance which exactly matches that of BB84 [6] operating over two independent
channels), this limitation has been a bottleneck in these results.
In this work we turn this disadvantage into an advantage by proposing a new protocol,
based on a modified version of the original SQKD protocol constructed by Boyer et al., [1].
This new protocol takes advantage of information transmitting on both channels to improve
noise tolerance. In fact, we will show that the noise tolerance for our new protocol can be as
high as 26% over certain channels (for other channels, the maximum ranges between 12.5%
and 17.8%). This is higher than any other semi-quantum protocol which has thus far been
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Figure 1: A standard SQKD protocol. Alice begins by sending qubits, prepared in arbitrary
bases, to Bob. Bob, the “classical” or “semi-quantum” user is allowed only to work directly
with the computational Z basis, consisting of states |0i and |1i, or he may disconnect from
the channel and reflect everything back to A (thus learning nothing about the qubit state).
When a qubit returns, A is allowed to perform any quantum operation on the qubit. Eve
is allowed to attack both forward and reverse quantum channels; she may also intercept,
but not tamper with, any message sent on the classical authenticated channel (depicted as
a dashed line on the bottom of the diagram).
analyzed. This is also higher than, to our knowledge, other two-way fully-quantum (i.e.,
not semi-quantum, but where both parties are quantum and rely on a two-way quantum
channel) protocols (such as LM05 [7] and the PingPong Protocol [8] which, as shown in [9]
achieve at most 12%). It is not as high as BB84 with Classical Advantage Distillation (which
can have a theoretical noise tolerance of 27.6% [10, 11, 12]), but it does compare favorably
as we discuss later in our evaluations.
We make several contributions in this work. First, in Section II we propose a new protocol
that successfully takes advantage of the two-way nature of the quantum communication
channel in order to improve noise tolerance. This is the first time such a task has been
achieved in the semi-quantum model and the techniques used may be applicable to other
(S)QKD protocols. Second, in Section III, we perform an information theoretic security
analysis of the protocol computing its key-rate and noise tolerance against collective attacks.
To do so, we also extend the technique of mismatched measurements [13, 14, 4] to support
additional information from a third basis on a two-way channel; these techniques can be
applied to other SQKD (or even other fully-quantum protocols using a two-way channel)
extending the applicability of the results in this paper; this is achieved in Section III.B. We
compare our results to standard QKD protocols in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we also
consider channel loss.
Our new protocol is, in a way, a semi-quantum version of BB84 with Classical Advantage
Distillation (CAD) [10, 11, 12]. Thus, we are particularly interested in comparing our protocol to that of BB84 with CAD. We show that our protocol’s noise tolerance and efficiency is
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higher for certain CAD techniques and, while investigating this, we discover a very interesting property of our protocol, namely that E’s uncertainty is higher in our two-way protocol
than it would be in BB84 with CAD for certain, realistic, channel scenarios. Furthermore,
our protocol has the advantage that two-way classical communication over the authenticated
channel (an expensive resource), necessary for CAD, is not required in our protocol. Finally,
while to utilize CAD with BB84, both parties must do additional computations, in our protocol only the fully quantum user must take additional actions (though we note again that
in practice it may be that with current technology, the classical users actions may be more
difficult to realize still than the actions of Bob in BB84). These results and observations may
spur future research in the design of advantage distillation protocols operating over quantum
channels as opposed to classical ones (such as standard CAD techniques).

A.

Semi-Quantum Cryptography

Since its creation in 2007 by Boyer et al., in [1, 15], SQKD research has expanded greatly to
include newer protocols, new primitives beyond key-distribution, and new proof techniques
to argue about security.
In the semi-quantum model a two-way quantum channel connects two users A and B
(see Figure 1). One participant, typically B, is forced to be “classical” or “semi-quantum”
in nature in that he may only directly operate in the computational Z basis (consisting of
states |0i and |1i); or he may choose to “disconnect” from the quantum channel. The other
user, A, may be “fully quantum” and thus prepare, measure, and interact with quantum
resources in arbitrary ways.
More specifically, these protocols typically begin with A producing quantum bits and
sending them to the limited, “classical”, user B. This user, on receiving a qubit, is allowed
to perform one of two operations:
1. Measure and Resend: If B chooses this option, he will perform a Z basis measurement
on the qubit resulting in outcome |ri for r ∈ {0, 1}. He will then send a qubit to A in
the state |ri. B is only allowed to measure and send in the Z basis.
2. Reflect: In this case, B simply ignores the incoming qubit and reflects it back to A.
The qubit remains undisturbed, however B learns nothing about its state.
One trend among SQKD research is to produce new protocols requiring even fewer quantum capabilities of the two users. Originally SQKD protocols placed resource restrictions
only on the “classical user” Bob. However, in 2009 Zou et al., [16] introduced several new
SQKD protocols utilizing resource restrictions also on the quantum user in that she could
not prepare arbitrary states; indeed one such protocol permitted A to only prepare a single,
publicly known state (called a single-state protocol). Other works have also analyzed the
case when the quantum user is restricted to sending only one (or few) states [17, 5]. Limitations on A’s measurement capabilities, in addition to her source preparation abilities, are
also possible [18]. Researchers have also considered further restricting the capabilities of the
classical user B [19].
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Beyond standard point-to-point key distribution, the notion of mediated semi-quantum
key distribution was introduced in [20], with an improved protocol introduced in [21]. In this
model, a fully-quantum server (who prepared and measured quantum states) was utilized
allowing two “classical” users to establish a shared secret key with one another. Rigorous
security proofs (including noise tolerance computations) exist for some protocols, even if the
server is adversarial [20].
As far as security is concerned, most SQKD protocols are proven to be robust, a notion
introduced in [1]. A protocol is robust if, for any attack causing an adversary to learn nonzero information, there is a non-zero probability that the adversary may be detected. More
rigorous notions of security have been proven for some SQKD protocols. In [4], the noise
tolerance and key-rate of the original SQKD protocol has been shown to match that of BB84
assuming the technique of mismatched measurements is used. Mismatched measurements,
which utilize statistics such as the probability of measuring a |0i if a |+i was initially sent,
are a useful technique used to improve the noise tolerances of many one-way QKD protocols
[13, 14]; in [4] the technique was extended to two-way semi-quantum protocols for the first
time. If mismatched measurements are not used, the current best noise tolerance for the
original SQKD protocol was found to be 6.14% [22] (though the proof technique used in
that paper, involving a reduction to an entanglement based one-way protocol, only found
a lower-bound; it is still an open question as to whether the full 11% noise tolerance can
be found without mismatched measurements). In [5] the noise tolerance of a single-state
protocol originally introduced in [16] (and proven only to be robust in that original paper)
was found to be 9.65%.
Beyond key distribution itself, the semi-quantum model has been used for other cryptographic tasks including secret sharing [23, 24, 25, 26], direct communication [27, 28, 29], and
quantum private comparison [30, 31, 32, 33]. There has also been work recently in analyzing SQKD protocols in more practical settings (where it is impossible for B to accurately
perform the Measure and Resend operation as he cannot prepare a photon in exactly the
same state it was received) [2, 34, 35].
However, of all the semi-quantum protocols in existence, none, to our knowledge, actually
take advantage of the two-way quantum channel (beyond, of course, permitting B to be
classical in nature). In this work, we introduce a new protocol, modified from the original
Boyer et al., protocol [1] and conduct an information theoretic security analysis computing its
key-rate and noise tolerance. We show that our modified protocol can actually strategically
use the two-way quantum channel to increase noise tolerance (at a potential cost of decreased
efficiency). In some way, our protocol uses the two-way quantum channel to run a simulated
classical advantage distillation (CAD) protocol [10, 11]. However, when we later compare
our results with CAD applied to BB84, we discover some rather surprising results.

B.

Practicality of Semi-Quantum Key Distribution

As mentioned in the introduction, our primary interest in SQKD is theoretical, namely to
help study the question “how quantum must a protocol be to gain an advantage over its classical counterpart?” From a practical stand-point, there are numerous technical challenges
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that seem to complicate implementation. At its base, classical-Bob must be able to choose
Reflect or Measure and Resend, and it is the latter operation which creates some difficulties. Indeed, if we consider a photonic implementation, B must, on choosing this operation,
perform a destructive measurement using a photon detector. Then, subsequently, he must
re-prepare a fresh qubit (in this case, a new photon). Such operations lead to potential
attacks such as the photon tagging attack [36] (see, also, the subsequent comment in [37]
for a potential countermeasure). Furthermore, this operation also requires B to be able to
ensure that a single photon enters his device as, otherwise, E could “spam” B’s device with
2 or more photons and count the number leaving - if this number differs, E can guess that
B choose Measure and Resend; otherwise he must have chosen Reflect. While B could
police such activity with, perhaps, cascading beamsplitters and photon detectors, it creates
another implementation challenge.
We do not address these implementation challenges in this work and the protocol we
create, though secure in our theoretical analysis, would be susceptible to these attacks and
would therefore require greater complexity in implementation to attempt to secure it against
these. Indeed, standard BB84 would probably be easier to implement in practice than our
protocol. Instead the advantage to our system is in its theoretical analysis.
However, that is not to say that semi-quantum is not practical to implement. While,
perhaps with current-day technology, standard one-way protocols are still easier to engineer,
there is still a potential practical benefit to studying these limited protocols. The issues
of Measure and Resend discussed above (namely, photon tagging and the multi-photoncounting attack as described) only apply to those protocols implementing the theoretical
version of the Measure and Resend operation (consisting of a measurement and recreation
of the qubit). Some newer SQKD protocols, in particular the “mirror” protocol introduced
in [2], seek to mitigate these attacks by not requiring B to ever destructively measure and
then prepare a fresh photon (while still maintaining a mathematical equivalence to the semiquantum model). The techniques used in [2] may be applicable to other semi-quantum
protocols, including, perhaps, the one we describe in this work, making semi-quantum a
practical possibility. We feel that, even though with today’s technology, standard “fullyquantum” protocols are easier to implement, there is still important practical research to
studying semi-quantum protocols beyond their pure theoretical interest.
Finally, beyond approaches used by the mirror protocol (which is discrete variable),
there may be possibilities in designing continuous-variable (CV) semi-quantum protocols.
Though it is unclear what, exactly, a “classical” user would be capable of in a CV model
(the exact theoretical model would have to be developed), recent work in standard (i.e., not
semi-quantum) CV protocols operating over two-way quantum channels have shown several
practical and theoretical benefits [38, 39, 40, 41]. Increased secure communication rates are
possible [42] and also increased noise tolerance [43]. In [44], it was shown that two-way CV
protocols can be more secure than one-way protocols when dealing with preparation noise.
Such techniques could lead to efficient semi-quantum systems and may be an alternative
approach towards creating practical systems of this nature. However, these issues we leave
as interesting future work and are outside the scope of this paper.
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C.

Notation

Given a random variable A, we define H(A) to be the Shannon entropy of A. Namely, if A
takes value i with probability pi , for i = 1, · · · n, then:
X
H(A) = H(p1 , · · · , pn ) =
pi log pi ,
i

where all logarithms in this paper are base two. If A takes only two values, we write H(p1 )
to mean H(p1 , 1 − p1 ). We denote by H(A|B) to be the conditional Shannon entropy defined
H(A|B) = H(AB) − H(B), where H(AB) is the joint entropy of AB defined in the obvious
way.
We denote by the computational basis, or Z basis, states of the form |0i and |1i. The X
basis consists of states of the form |±i = √12 (|0i ± |1i), and finally the Y basis consists of
|jY i = √12 (|0i + i(−1)j |1i).
Given density operator ρAB acting on Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB , we write ρB to mean
the operator resulting from the partial trace over the A system. Also, given |ψi ∈ HA , we
write [ψ]A to mean |ψi hψ|A . If the context is clear, we forgo writing the subscript. A state
ρAB is said to be a classical-quantum state (or cq-state) if it can be written in the form:
P
(a)
ρAB = a pa [a] ⊗ ρB for some orthonormal basis {|ai}.
Given density operator ρA we define S(A)ρ to mean the von Neumann entropy of ρA
(i.e., S(A)ρ = S(ρA ) = −tr(ρA log ρA )). We write S(A|B)ρ to mean the conditional von
Neumann entropy of the A register of state ρAB conditioned on the B register, namely:
S(A|B)ρ = S(AB)ρ − S(B)ρ . If the context is clear, we will forgo writing the subscript “ρ.”
Finally, we will use the following theorem from [4]:
Theorem 1. (From [4]): Let ρAE be a cq-state of the form:
!
!
N0
N1
X
X
1
1
[E0i ] + [1]A ⊗
[E1i ] ,
ρAE = [0]A ⊗
N
N
i=1
i=1
where the |Eij i are arbitrary (not necessarily normalized nor orthogonal) vectors in HE , then:
min(N0 ,N1 ) 

S(A|E)ρ ≥

X
i=1

hEi0 |Ei0 i + hEi1 |Ei1 i
N

  
· H



hEi0 |Ei0 i
− H[λi ] ,
hEi0 |Ei0 i + hEi1 |Ei1 i

where:
1
λi =
2

D.

p
1+

(hEi0 |Ei0 i − hEi1 |Ei1 i)2 + 4Re2 hEi0 |Ei1 i
hEi0 |Ei0 i + hEi1 |Ei1 i

(1)

!
.

(2)

General QKD Security

A QKD protocol typically operates in two stages: a quantum communication stage and a
classical post-processing stage. The first utilizes the quantum channel, along with the authenticated classical channel, in order for A and B to output a raw-key which is partially
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correlated and partially secret. The second stage, using the authenticated channel, consists
of an error correction protocol (leaking additional information to Eve) and privacy amplification. For more information on these two standard processes, the reader is referred to the
survey [45].
Before error correction and privacy amplification, however, there are other classical protocols that may be run at this stage. One interesting approach is to run a classical advantage
distillation (CAD) [10] protocol which serves to increase A and B’s raw key correlation.
CAD has been applied to several protocols, including BB84, and has been shown to increase
noise tolerance significantly. We will revisit CAD applied to BB84 later in this work when
evaluating our new protocol and comparing with current state-of-the-art protocols.
One important computation in any QKD protocol security proof is its key-rate. If N is
the size of the raw-key after the quantum communication stage, and `(N ) ≤ N is the size
of the secret key after privacy amplification, then the key-rate is defined to be:
r=

`(N )
.
N

Another important variant of this ratio is the effective key-rate which takes into account
that not all iterations of the quantum communication stage yield a valid raw key bit. We
extend the definition here to also take into account the total number of qubits prepared
by the protocol (normally, for one-way protocols such as BB84, there is only one qubit per
iteration so this extension is meaningless; however with a SQKD protocol there are actually
two qubits per iteration prepared). This effective key rate better measures the efficiency of
a QKD protocol and is defined as:
`(N )
re =
,
K
where K is the number of qubits sent. For an SQKD protocol, it is not difficult to see that
N , the expected raw-key size, is simply:
1
N = K · pacc · ,
2
where pacc is the probability that, on any particular iteration of the quantum communication
stage, that iteration yields a valid raw-key bit. Thus:
reSQKD =

1
· pacc · r.
2

(3)

In this work we consider collective attacks where Eve attacks each iteration in an i.i.d.
manner, but is allowed to postpone her measurement to any future point in time [45]. With
very few exceptions for certain “nice” protocols, most QKD security proofs are performed
assuming collective attacks. Usually, at least in the asymptotic scenario, security against
collective attacks implies security against general attacks for protocols which are permutation
invariant [46, 47, 48].
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Under collective attacks, it was shown in [49, 50] that the following equation, known as
the Devetak-Winter Key Rate, holds:
`(N )
= inf[S(A|E) − H(A|B)],
(4)
N →∞ N
where the infimum is over all collective attacks which induce the observed channel statistics
(e.g., noise). The entropy computations are done over cq-states describing the protocol’s
raw-key output bit and Eve’s quantum memory for one iteration. Computing H(A|B) is
generally trivial, instead it is the computation of the von Neumann entropy S(A|E) that
requires great effort in a QKD security proof.
Once a key-rate expression is derived, one generally wishes to evaluate it. Naturally, were
the protocol run in practice, the noise values would be observed directly. Here, however,
we wish to evaluate our key-rate under certain “reasonable” noise scenarios. Perhaps the
most common noise scenario considered is a symmetric attack modeled by a depolarization
channel:
EQ (ρ) = (1 − 2Q)ρ + QI.
(5)
r = lim

In particular, the observable noise is Q while any mismatched measurement events (such as a
|+i being measured as a |0i after passing through this channel) are 1/2. Since such statistics
are observable for the protocols considered in this work, this may even be enforced.

II.

OUR PROTOCOL

Our protocol is a semi-quantum one and, as with all (S)QKD protocols, there are two primary
stages: the quantum communication stage, and the classical post-processing stage. The first
uses the two-way quantum channel and the authenticated classical channel to establish a
raw-key while the second estimates the noise in the channel and, assuming this is not “too
high” (to be discussed) then processes this raw-key to output a shared secret key. Our
protocol may be run in one of two modes depending on the quantum user A’s capabilities:
in MODE-2, only two bases are used (the Z and the X basis), similar to four-state BB84,
whereas in MODE-3, three bases are used by A (Z, X, and Y ), similar to the six-state BB84
- of course, regardless of A’s capabilities, B can only measure and send in the Z basis; note
there is no advantage to defining a higher-basis mode. We will analyze the security of our
protocol in both modes. The exact protocol is described in detail below:
Public Constants:
• Mode = MODE-2 or MODE-3, specifying the mode of operation (based on A’s quantum
capabilities, namely whether she can work with 2 or 3 bases).
• p, q ∈ (0, 1), probability values for certain choices.
Quantum Communication Stage: This stage repeats the following process until a sufficiently large raw-key is produced.
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1. Alice’s Preparation:
• With probability p, A sets an internal private register bA = Z; otherwise, with
probability 1 − p, she sets bA to be X if Mode = MODE-2 or she sets bA to be X or
Y (with probability (1 − p)/2 each) if Mode = MODE-3.
• If bA = Z, A sets an internal private register kA to be 0 or 1 with uniform
probability and she sends the computational qubit state |kA i to B.
• Otherwise, if bA = X, A sends the state |+i to B; or, if bA = Y (which only
happens when Mode = MODE-3), she sends the state |0Y i to B. Note that A does
not need to prepare and send states of the form |−i or |1Y i.
2. Bob’s Operation:
• When B receives a qubit, he will choose to either Measure and Resend or to
Reflect, saving his choice in a private internal register ChoiceB . If he chooses
Measure and Resend, he saves his measurement result (a 0 or a 1 as he can only
measure in the Z basis) in a private register kB . The probability of choosing
Measure and Resend is p (though independent of A’s choice).
3. Alice’s Measurement:
• A will choose a basis to measure in, randomly, following the same distribution as
in step 1 (however, the basis choice here will be independent of her initial choice
thus allowing for mismatched measurements). Let b0A be the register storing her
basis choice. A will then perform a measurement in this basis saving the result in
a register mA (which may take on any value in the set {0, 1, +, −, 0Y , 1Y } based
on the measurement outcome).
• If bA = b0A = Z and if mA = kA (i.e., she measures the same state she sent in the
Z basis), A sets an internal register Accept = 1; otherwise it is set to 0.
• With probability 1 − q, A will set an internal register Test = 1; otherwise it is
set to 0.
4. Communication: (Note this step may be performed “in bulk” for all iterations, after
performing the above steps for sufficiently long.)
• Using the authenticated channel, A discloses (bA , Accept, Test) and B discloses
ChoiceB .
• If Accept = 1, Test = 0, and ChoiceB = Measure and Resend, then they will
use this iteration’s results to contribute towards their raw key. Such an iteration
is called a key-distillation iteration as it successfully adds to the raw-key length.
In particular A uses kA as a new raw-key bit while B uses kB .
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• Otherwise, if the above condition is not true, this iteration is not used and instead
it will be used later to determine statistics on the quantum channel noise (in
particular, B will send kB in this case). Note that mismatched results (when A
chooses different preparation and measurement bases) are not discarded.
Following the quantum communication stage, and assuming the noise level is low enough
(which we will compute), error correction followed by privacy amplification will output a
secret key. These are standard processes and for more information, the reader is referred to
[45].
We note that the Communication stage, listed above, can actually be completed “in
bulk” after the quantum communication stage is completed. Also, in the asymptotic setting,
the choice of p and q may be made arbitrarily close to 1 thus increasing the protocol efficiency
(as was done, for example, with BB84 in [51] and also semi-quantum protocols in [3]). Note
that in the finite key setting, the choice of p and q would be very important (as they will
lead to differing efficiency and differing sample sizes for error estimation). However, in this
work, we consider only the asymptotic scenario.

III.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

Our goal is to compute a bound on the Devetak-Winter key-rate expression (Equation 4) as
a function only of observable statistics. That is, we compute a bound as a function only on
parameters that may be observed from iterations which are not used for key-distillation in
our protocol (see the Communication stage of our protocol). First, however, we require a
description of the density operator, describing A, B, and E’s systems, for all key-distillation
iterations (as those are the iterations from which error correction and privacy amplification
are run, thereby leading to a secret key).
Our security analysis is organized as follows: First we will derive the necessary density
operator required to analyze our protocol and compute the key-rate. Using this, we will
derive a lower-bound on the conditional von Neumann entropy S(A|E) as a function of
several inner-products resulting from E’s attack operator. In subsection A we will show
how to bound these inner-products in the case MODE-2 is used - this will be based on prior
work in [4]. In subsection B we will derive new methods to attain tighter bounds on these
inner-products in the case MODE-3 is used. The methods derived in that section are general
purpose and may be applied to other (S)QKD protocols. This section will end with a general
method to optimize S(A|E) for each mode; we use this in Section IV to actually evaluate
our bounds.
We analyze collective attacks in this paper so as to immediately compare our results with
those in [11] where Classical Advantage Distillation (CAD) [10] was applied to BB84. That
work computed mutual quantum information as functions of collective attacks and so the
most natural comparison would be to compute similar expressions when E uses collective
attacks. While, in [11], the results of course extend to general attacks (through standard
techniques) and, normally, collective attacks imply security against general attacks for per11

mutation invariant protocols (it is not difficult to make our protocol permutation invariant
in the usual way by having A and B permute their raw-key bits using a randomly chosen
permutation [50]) [47, 48], a rigorous proof of security for general attacks is outside the scope
of this work. Nonetheless, we suspect that the results and computations, besides being of
interest to compare with the BB84+CAD results, will extend to the general security setting
in the usual way. Furthermore, our results here can also be used for finite-key analyses
(where collective attacks are often studied) and that may also be interesting to study as
future work.
Note in this section, we are considering a loss-less channel; in a later section we will
extend this analysis to deal with loss. In this case, a collective attack against a semiquantum protocol, may be modeled without loss of generality as a pair of unitary attack
operators (UF , UR ) each acting on HT ⊗ HE , where HT is the two-dimensional Hilbert space
modeling the qubit in transit between A and B (and later between B and A) while HE is
the Hilbert space modeling E’s quantum memory (whose dimension is arbitrary). On each
iteration, after A sends a qubit initially to B in the forward channel, E will apply UF ; when
the qubit returns from B to A, E will apply UR (acting on the same space that UF acted
on, thus the action of UR may depend on UF ). There are no assumptions on measurement
strategy in a collective attack; indeed E is free to postpone her measurement to any future
point in time and is allowed to make, later, any arbitrary optimal coherent measurement of
her entire memory through the protocol’s operation.
At the start of each iteration, we may assume E prepares a fresh ancilla in some pure
state known to her: |χiE . From this, we may describe UF and UR ’s action as follows:
UF |0, χiT E = |0, e0 i + |1, e1 i
UF |1, χiT E = |0, e2 i + |1, e3 i
UR |i, ej iT E = |0, e0i,j i + |1, e1i,j i .

(6)

Our goal, now, is to construct a density operator ρABE describing one iteration of the
protocol in which a key bit was successfully distilled. The entire run of the protocol, for all
key-distillation iterations, will then be ρ⊗N
ABE where N is the size of the raw-key. Once this
state is computed, we will then compute (or rather bound) S(A|E)ρ .
Conditioning on an iteration being used for key-distillation, A must send a |0i or |1i,
saving the value in an internal register kA . E then attacks the traveling qubit using UF
and sends the qubit in HT to B who performs a Z basis measurement (since he must
choose Measure and Resend for this iteration to potentially yield a new raw-key bit). His
measurement result is saved in his private register (which, below, we denote as simply B).
The resulting density operator, thus far, is easily found to be:
1
1
[0]kA ⊗ ([0]B ⊗ [e0 ]E + [1]B ⊗ [e1 ]) + [1]kA ⊗ ([0]B ⊗ [e2 ]E + [1]B ⊗ [e3 ]).
2
2
Now, B will send a qubit in the same state he observed it in and E will attack with UR .
Following this, A will then measure in the Z basis, saving her result in a new register mA .
12

This results in the following density operator:
1
[0] ⊗ ([00]B,mA ⊗ [e00,0 ] + [01]B,mA ⊗ [e10,0 ] + [10]B,mA ⊗ [e01,1 ] + [11]B,mA ⊗ [e11,1 ])
2 kA
1
+ [1]kA ⊗ ([00]B,mA ⊗ [e00,2 ] + [01]B,mA ⊗ [e10,2 ] + [10]B,mA ⊗ [e01,3 ] + [11]B,mA ⊗ [e11,3 ]).
2
Finally, A and B will only keep this iteration as a key-distillation iteration, if kA = mA .
Thus, conditioning on this event, the final quantum state, ρABE , is found to be:

1
[0]A ⊗ [0]B ⊗ [e00,0 ] + [1]B ⊗ [e01,1 ]
2N

1
+
[1]A ⊗ [1]B ⊗ [e11,3 ] + [0]B ⊗ [e10,2 ] .
2N

ρABE =

(7)

where we now use the A register to denote A’s raw-key bit (the B register is B’s raw-key
bit), and where N is the following normalization term:
1
N = (he00,0 |e00,0 i + he01,1 |e01,1 i + he11,3 |e11,3 i + he10,2 |e10,2 i).
2

(8)

From this, we use Theorem 1 to derive the following lower-bound on the conditional
entropy S(A|E):
 


he00,0 |e00,0 i
he00,0 |e00,0 i + he11,3 |e11,3 i
H
− H(λ1 )
(9)
S(A|E) ≥
2N
he00,0 |e00,0 i + he11,3 |e11,3 i
 


he01,1 |e01,1 i
he01,1 |e01,1 i + he10,2 |e10,2 i
H
− H(λ2 ) ,
+
2N
he01,1 |e01,1 i + he10,2 |e10,2 i
where:
q

0
0
1
1
2 + 4Re2 he0 |e1 i
(he
|e
i
−
he
|e
i)
0,0 0,0
1,3 1,3
0,0 1,3
1

λ1 = 1 +
0
0
1
1
2
he0,0 |e0,0 i + he1,3 |e1,3 i
q


0
0
1
1
2 + 4Re2 he0 |e1 i
(he
|e
i
−
he
|e
i)
1,1 1,1
0,2 0,2
1,1 0,2
1
.
λ2 = 1 +
2
he01,1 |e01,1 i + he10,2 |e10,2 i


(10)

Now, let pkey
i,j denote the probability that A’s raw-key bit is i and B’s raw-key bit is j
(conditioning on a key-distillation iteration). These values are clearly observable by A and
B; furthermore, from Equation 7, they are easily seen to be:
he00,0 |e00,0 i
2N
0
he1,1 |e01,1 i
=
2N

he11,3 |e11,3 i
2N
1
he0,2 |e10,2 i
=
2N

pkey
0,0 =

pkey
1,1 =

pkey
0,1

pkey
1,0
13

From this, computing H(A|B) is trivial, namely:
key
key
key key key
H(A|B) = H(pkey
0,0 , p0,1 , p1,0 , p1,1 ) − H(p0,0 + p1,0 ).

To compute the key-rate r, and also the effective key-rate re, we need to determine, or bound,
those inner-products appearing in the expressions above. This will be done by looking at
various measurement statistics, including mismatched measurements. When using MODE-2,
we will rely on results from [4] (which we summarize in the next sub-section) to determine
these bounds. When using MODE-3, we will consider new measurement statistics and show
how they can greatly improve the noise tolerance of the resulting protocol (furthermore,
the results we derive when analyzing this three-basis case, can be applied to other two-way
protocols and may be of great use to future research in quantum cryptography).

A.

Parameter Estimation for MODE-2

When using our protocol in MODE-2, we are able to rely on the method of mismatched
measurements, for two-way channels from [4] (which extended results from [13, 14] to twoway semi-quantum protocols) to derive appropriate bounds on the inner-products appearing
in the expression for S(A|E) derived above. In this subsection we review these derivations,
however, for greater detail the reader is referred to [4].
A→B
Denote by pi,j
, for i ∈ {0, 1, +} and j ∈ {0, 1} to be the probability that B measures
|ji conditioned on the event A initially sent |ii and that B chose the Measure and Resend
A→A
operation. Also, denote by pi,j,k
for i and j as before and k ∈ {0, 1, +, −} to be the
probability that A observes |ki (when a qubit returns to her) conditioned on the event she
initially sent |ii and that B measured (and thus resent) |ji (that is, we condition on the
event that B chose operation Measure and Resend and he actually observed |ji). Finally,
A→A
denote by pi,R,k
to be similar, except conditioned on the event B chose to Reflect.
Note that certain events measure the error in the quantum channel (such as pA→B
0,1 ) while
).
Regardless,
these
probabilities
some measure mismatched measurements (such as pA→B
+,0
are all, clearly, observable by users A and B and we will use them to derive bounds on the
various inner products appearing in the entropy equations from the previous section.
Later, when we evaluate our resulting key-rate bound (and, also, to compare with
BB84+CAD in [11]), we consider a symmetric attack whereby the noise in the quantum
channel may be parameterized as follows:
A→B
pi,1−i
= QF , for any i ∈ {0, 1}
A→A
pi,j,1−j
A→A
p+,R,−

(11)

= QR , for any i ∈ {0, 1, +}, j ∈ {0, 1}
= QX .

Note that this assumption of a symmetric channel, though common in QKD security proofs,
is not required in our analysis. We will derive our key-rate equation in general terms, but
also, in parallel, show the symmetric case whereby many simplifications are possible.
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From this, we have the following:
A→A
he00,0 |e00,0 i = pA→B
0,0 p0,0,0 = (1 − QF )(1 − QR )
A→A
he11,3 |e11,3 i = pA→B
1,1 p1,1,1 = (1 − QF )(1 − QR )
A→A
he01,1 |e01,1 i = pA→B
0,1 p0,1,0 = QF QR
A→A
he10,2 |e10,2 i = pA→B
1,0 p1,0,1 = QF QR
A→A
he10,0 |e10,0 i = pA→B
0,0 p0,0,1 = (1 − QF )QR
A→A
he01,3 |e01,3 i = pA→B
1,1 p1,1,0 = (1 − QF )QR
A→A
he11,1 |e11,1 i = pA→B
0,1 p0,1,1 = QF (1 − QR )
A→A
he00,2 |e00,2 i = pA→B
1,0 p1,0,0 = QF (1 − QR )

With this, along with Equation 8, we can see that
1 A→B A→A
A→A
A→B A→A
A→B A→A
N = (p0,0
p0,0,0 + pA→B
0,1 p0,1,0 + p1,1 p1,1,1 + p1,0 p1,0,1 )
2
= (1 − QF )(1 − QR ) + QF QR .
A→A
= QX (the error in the X basis of the entire two-way channel ). It
Consider, now, p+,R,−
was shown in [4] that:

1
A→A
QX = 1 − (Λ1 + Λ2 + Re he10,0 |e01,3 i + Re he11,1 |e00,2 i + q1 + q2 + pA→A
0,R,+ + p1,R,+ )
2
A→A
1
0
1
0
⇒Λ1 + Λ2 = 2 − 2QX − (q1 + q2 + pA→A
0,R,+ + p1,R,+ + Re he0,0 |e1,3 i + Re he1,1 |e0,2 i),

(12)

where Λ1 = Re he00,0 |e11,3 i and Λ2 = Re he01,1 |e10,2 i (note that we chose the notation so that Λi
is the inner product appearing in the expression λi in Equation 10) and where:




1
1
A→B A→A
A→B
A→B
A→A
A→A
A→B
q1 = 2p+,0 p+,0,+ − p+,0 + p0,0
− p0,0,+ + p1,0
− p1,0,+
(13)
2
2




1
1
A→B A→A
A→B
A→B
A→A
A→A
A→B
q2 = 2p+,1 p+,1,+ − p+,1 + p0,1
− p0,1,+ + p1,1
− p1,1,+
2
2
In fact, it was shown in [4], that:
Re he00,0 |e10,2 i + Re he10,0 |e00,2 i = q1
Re he01,1 |e11,3 i

+

Re he11,1 |e01,3 i

(14)

= q2 ,

two equalities which will become important later.
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we may bound:
q
q
1
1
0
0
A→A A→B A→A
≤ he0,0 |e0,0 i he1,3 |e1,3 i = pA→B
0,0 p0,0,1 p1,1 p1,1,0
q
q
A→A A→B A→A
| he11,1 |e00,2 i | ≤ he11,1 |e11,1 i he00,2 |e00,2 i = pA→B
0,1 p0,1,1 p1,0 p1,0,0 .
| he10,0 |e01,3 i |
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(15)

Of course, in the symmetric case this simplifies to:
| he10,0 |e01,3 i | ≤ (1 − QF )QR
| he11,1 |e00,2 i |

(16)

≤ QF (1 − QR ).

While the above expressions hold for arbitrary attacks, when we restrict ourselves to
and pA→A
symmetric attacks, all mismatched events (such as pA→B
+,0
1,R,+ ) are 1/2 and so it is easy
to see that q1 = q2 = 0 and thus Equation 12 simplifies to:
Λ1 + Λ2 = 1 − 2QX − Re he10,0 |e01,3 i − Re he11,1 |e00,2 i .

(17)

We must actually minimize S(A|E) (Equation 9) to compute the key-rate as we must
assume the worst case that Eve chooses an optimal attack, within the above constraints. To
minimize this expression in the symmetric case, it is not difficult to see that we must find
the smallest Λi values. From Equation 16 we have:
Λ1 + Λ2 ≥ 1 − 2QX − (1 − QF )QR − QF (1 − QR ).

(18)

When evaluating our key-rate bound using MODE-2, we must therefore assume that Λ1 +Λ2
is in fact equal to the above lower bound and simply optimize over all Λ2 satisfying:
q
q
0
0
1
1
A→A A→B A→A
(19)
|Λ2 | ≤ he1,1 |e1,1 i he0,2 |e0,2 i = pA→B
0,1 p0,1,0 p1,0 p1,0,1 = QF QR ,
(the above follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Note that we cannot simply assume
Λ2 = −QF QR as this may not optimize H(λ2 ) in Equation 9.
The above can also be applied in the asymmetric case, using Equation 12 and Equation
15 instead of Equation 17.

B.

Parameter Estimation for MODE-3

We now turn our attention to our protocol in MODE-3. While the use of mismatched measurements for two basis semi-quantum protocols had been developed in [4], the use of three
bases has never before been considered (either through mismatched measurements nor, to
our knowledge, in any SQKD protocol). Thus we extend those results and introduce this
analysis for the first time here; furthermore, we expect these results to extend to future
SQKD protocols reliant on three bases and even other fully-quantum protocols reliant on a
two-way quantum channel.
When operating in MODE-3, in addition to those statistics analyzed in the previous section,
we also are able to incorporate states where A initially sends and/or finally measures in the
Y basis. We first consider the case when B chooses Reflect. In this case, the iteration is,
essentially, a one-way channel with E attacking through the unitary operator V = UR UF .
We may write the action of V on basis states as follows (recall that Eve starts with her
ancilla in the state |χiE ):
V |0, χiT E = |0, g0 i + |1, g1 i
V |1, χiT E = |0, g2 i + |1, g3 i .
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where each |gi i is a linear function of the |eki,j i states. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that:
|g0 i = |e00,0 i + |e01,1 i

(20)

|g1 i = |e10,0 i + |e11,1 i
|g2 i = |e00,2 i + |e01,3 i
|g3 i = |e10,2 i + |e11,3 i .
Consider, then, QX = p+,R,− which, in this notation, is easily found to be:
QX =

1 1
− Re(hg0 |g1 i + hg0 |g3 i + hg1 |g2 i + hg2 |g3 i).
2 2

It was shown in [4] that, for this “one-way” attack (one-way attacks were analyzed in three
bases in that prior work), it holds (using our notation here):
1
A→A
A→A
A→A
+ pA→A
Re hg0 |g3 i = 1 − p+,R,−
− p0A→A
− (pA→A
1,R,+ + p0,R,0Y + p1,R,1Y − 2)
Y ,R,1Y
2 0,R,+

(21)

A→A
In the symmetric case, where also QX = pA→A
+,R,− = p0Y ,R,1Y , this simplifies to

Re hg0 |g3 i = 1 − 2QX .

(22)

Using Equation 20 to expand Re hg0 |g3 i yields:
Re hg0 |g3 i = Re(he00,0 |e10,2 i + he00,0 |e11,3 i + he01,1 |e10,2 i + he01,1 |e11,3 i
= Λ1 + Λ2 + Re he00,0 |e10,2 i + Re he01,1 |e11,3 i .

(23)

We must compute the real part of the right-most two inner products. We start by
A→A
for i, j ∈ {0, 1} (under a symmetric attack these are all 1/2). Consider,
considering pi,j,0
Y
A→A
first, p0,0,0Y . Tracing the evolution of the qubit as it travels through Eve’s lab in the forward
channel, is measured by B and observed to be 0 (i.e., we are conditioning on the outcome
being |0i for this statistic), attacked by E again, and finally returning to A. The state is
found to be:
|0, e0 i
|0i 7→ |0, e0 i + |1, e1 i 7→ q
pA→B
0,0
7→

|0, e00,0 i + |1, e10,0 i
|0Y i (|e00,0 i − i |e10,0 i) + |1Y i (|e00,0 i + i |e10,0 i)
q
q
=
,
A→B
p0,0
2pA→B
0,0

from which it is clear that:
pA→A
0,0,0Y

1 Im he00,0 |e10,0 i
= +
.
2
pA→B
0,0
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(Note that, above, we took advantage of the fact that pA→B
= he0 |e0 i = he00,0 |e00,0 i+he10,0 |e10,0 i
0,0
due to unitarity of UR ). This allows A and B to learn the imaginary part of he00,0 |e10,0 i.
Similarly, the following identities may be derived:


1
0
1
A→B
A→A
(24)
Im he0,0 |e0,0 i = p0,0
p0,0,0Y −
2


1
A→A
A→B
1
0
p1,0,0Y −
Im he0,2 |e0,2 i = p1,0
2


1
0
1
A→B
A→A
Im he1,1 |e1,1 i = p0,1
p0,1,0Y −
2


1
0
1
A→B
A→A
Im he1,3 |e1,3 i = p1,1
p1,1,0Y −
2
In the asymmetric case, we can use these identities in our calculations. In a symmetric
attack, the above identities are all equal to zero. These identities will become important
momentarily.
Next, we consider statistics of the form pA→A
0Y ,j,0Y for j ∈ {0, 1} (again, under a symmetric
attack, these should be 1/2, and in arbitrary attacks they would be observed values). First,
consider the case when j = 0. Tracing the evolution of the qubit in this instance, we find:
|0i (|e0 i + i |e2 i)
1
q
|0Y i 7→ √ (|0i (|e0 i + i |e2 i) + |1i (|e1 i + i |e3 i)) 7→
2
2pA→B
0Y ,0
|0i (|e00,0 i + i |e00,2 i) + |1i (|e10,0 i + i |e10,2 i)
q
7
→
2p0A→B
Y ,0

(25)

(26)

|0Y i (|e00,0 i − i |e10,0 i + i |e00,2 i + |e10,2 i) + |1Y i (|e00,0 i + i |e10,0 i + i |e00,2 i − |e10,2 i)
q
=
. (27)
4pA→B
0Y ,0
Using the above, along with properties of unitarity of UF and UR (in particular, that
he00,0 |e00,0 i + he10,0 |e10,0 i = he0 |e0 i = pA→B
and he00,2 |e00,2 i + he10,2 |e10,2 i = he2 |e2 i = pA→B
0,0
1,0 ), we
find:
1
A→B
p0A→A
= A→B [p0,0
+ pA→B
+ 2(Re he00,0 |e10,2 i − Re he10,0 |e00,2 i)
(28)
1,0
Y ,0,0Y
4p0Y ,0
+ 2(Im he00,0 |e10,0 i − Im he00,0 |e00,2 i)
+ 2(Im he00,2 |e10,2 i − Im he10,0 |e10,2 i)]
As discussed earlier, Im he00,0 |e10,0 i and Im he00,2 |e10,2 i can be determined through observable
parameters (see Equation 24). The remaining two imaginary parts in the above expression
A→A
can also be observed by considering pA→A
0Y ,0,0 and p0Y ,0,1 . Indeed, from Equation 26, we easily
find:
1
p0A→A
= A→B (he00,0 |e00,0 i + he00,2 |e00,2 i − 2Im he00,0 |e00,2 i)
Y ,0,0
2p0Y ,0
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A→B A→A
A→A
Noting that he00,0 |e00,0 i = p0,0
p0,0,0 and he00,2 |e00,2 i = pA→B
1,0 p1,0,0 , we find:

1
A→A
A→B A→A
A→B A→A
Im he00,0 |e00,2 i = (pA→B
0,0 p0,0,0 + p1,0 p1,0,0 ) − p0Y ,0 p0Y ,0,0 .
2
Similarly, it is easy to see that:
1
A→A
A→B A→A
Im he10,0 |e10,2 i = (pA→B
pA→A + pA→B
1,0 p1,0,1 ) − p0Y ,0 p0Y ,0,1 .
2 0,0 0,0,1
At this point, we may use Equation 28 to determine the difference Re he00,0 |e10,2 i−Re he10,0 |e00,2 i
(all other inner-products appearing in that equation may be observed). Using Equations 13
and 14, we also determine the sum Re he00,0 |e10,2 i + Re he10,0 |e00,2 i allowing one to determine
Re he00,0 |e10,2 i as functions of observed statistics.
In the event of a symmetric attack, it is not difficult to show that, in fact, we have:
Re he00,0 |e10,2 i − Re he10,0 |e00,2 i = 0.
Since q1 (from Equations 13 and 14) is also 0 in this event, we have:
Re he00,0 |e10,2 i + Re he10,0 |e00,2 i = 0.
These two equations, combined, imply that the real part of each inner product individually
is, in fact, zero (most importantly, Re he00,0 |e10,2 i = 0). By repeating the above process for
1
0
A→A
A→A
pA→A
0Y ,1,0Y (along with p0Y ,1,1 and p0Y ,1,0 and q2 ), we also determine Re he1,1 |e1,3 i (and, again,
in the symmetric case, it evaluates to 0). Combining this, then, with Equations 22 and 23,
we find (in the symmetric case):
Λ1 + Λ2 = 1 − 2QX .

(29)

For asymmetric channels we can substitute the potentially non-zero values of Re he01,1 |e11,3 i
and Re he00,0 |e10,2 i (found using the method described above) into Equations 22, 23.
Note this is significantly improved over the bound attained when only considering two
bases (Equation 18). To evaluate S(A|E) in MODE-3, we must simply minimize the above
expression over all Λ2 bounded by Equation 19.

C.

Summary

We now summarize our security analysis and how to actually apply it. The main computation
is our bound on S(A|E) in Equation 9. Many of the inner-products appearing in that
expression, such as he00,0 |e00,0 i may be directly observed based on the observed channel noise
QF and QR as discussed in Section III.A. The inner-products appearing in the λi expressions,
however, must be bounded based on mismatched measurements. Here, if one is using MODE-2,
the results in Section III.A may be used and, in particular, Equations 18 and 19. If MODE-3
is used, then additional statistics may be gathered allowing one to get tighter bounds on
these expressions leading to Equation 29. Either way, one has a single free parameter, Λ2 ,
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bounded by Equation 19 (a function of the channel noise). From this, one may minimize
Equation 9, over all Λ2 in this range (note that Λi is the inner-product appearing in λi
needed to compute Equation 9; in particular, Λ2 = Re he01,1 |e10,2 i). One takes the minimum
as we must assume the worst case in that E’s attack gives her the most information while
still conforming to those restrictions placed on the observed noise and mismatched statistics.

IV.

EVALUATION

While our key-rate equations apply to any arbitrary channel, to actually evaluate our bounds
and compare with other protocols, we consider two forms of attacks in particular: independent and dependent channels. Both cases are symmetric attacks and parameterized by
two values Q, the Z basis error in one channel (i.e., QF = QR = Q) and QX the X (and
Y ) basis error observed when the qubit travels through both channels (when B reflects);
i.e., QX = p+,R,− = p0Y ,R,1Y . For the independent case we have QX = 2Q(1 − Q) (i.e., an
error in the reflection case, where a qubit has to travel through both channels, occurs if
the qubit flips in the forward channel but not the reverse or it flips in the reverse channel
but not the forward). The second case, the dependent channel, we take to mean QX = Q.
These two channels are commonly evaluated when discussing security and noise tolerances
of two-way protocols in general [9, 4] and so we consider them here. We stress, however,
that our key-rate bound is applicable to any observed quantum noise (indeed, the equations
derived in the previous section apply to any observed parameters).
We evaluate our key-rate bound under these two assumptions looking for the maximal
Q for which r > 0; these results are shown in Table 1. This noise tolerance is substantially
higher, in both cases, than any prior SQKD protocol which currently has a noise tolerance
analysis. This is also higher than other fully-quantum protocols using two-way channels
for which noise tolerance bounds are currently known. We also plot the key-rate and the
effective key-rate in Figures 2 and 3. For the effective key-rate, we use Equation 3 with
pacc = (1 − Q)2 + Q2 .

A.

Comparison to BB84 with CAD

Considering the positive results in the previous section, it is useful to compare to other fullyquantum protocols and also to attempt to discover exactly why the noise tolerance is so
high in our protocol. Note that, since A is rejecting all iterations where she does not receive
the same Z basis qubit state she initially sent, this serves to greatly reduce the raw-key
error. That is, A and B can expect to end the protocol with a raw-key that is more highly
correlated than previous SQKD protocols (thus reducing the information leaked during error
correction). However, such a process can also be done classically to, say, BB84 through the
use of classical advantage distillation (CAD). In this section we compare our protocol to
BB84 with CAD to show similarities, but also interesting quantum-level differences.
Recall the BB84 protocol (including the six-state BB84), the quantum communication
stage of which consists of the following process:
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Protocol Independent: QX = 2Q(1 − Q)
MODE-2
12.5%
MODE-3
17.8%
Original SQKD [1, 4]
7.9%
Single-State SQKD [5]
7.55%
Reflection SQKD [52]
3.64%
LM05 [7, 9]
6%
SDC-PP [8, 9]
8.5%
BB84-CAD [10, 11, 12]
27.6%

Dependent: QX = Q
16.4%
26.0%
11%
9.65%
5.36%
11%
12%

Table 1: Maximal noise tolerance of our SQKD protocol under both dependent and independent channel scenarios. We also compare with three other SQKD protocols which, as
of writing, have noise tolerance bounds, and two fully-quantum protocols which require a
two-way quantum channel, the LM05 protocol [7] and a variant of the PingPong protocol
(introduced in [8], though the variant is from [9]). Noise tolerances for these last two protocols come from [9] which, to our knowledge, represents the most current best-known bounds
for these protocols. In all cases, our semi-quantum protocol’s noise tolerance is significantly
higher. We note that, the techniques we used to attain this high noise tolerance (namely,
utilizing the reverse quantum channel strategically) could probably be adapted to LM05
and SDC-PP improving their noise tolerances also. The adaption is not straight-forward,
however, due to the manner in which these protocols distill a raw key and so we leave this
investigation as future work. Finally, we compare with the fully quantum BB84 using CAD
from [10, 11] which has a superior noise-tolerance ability.

Figure 2: Showing the key-rate of our protocol in both modes of operation and under both
channel assumptions. See text for more details. Color online; Blue-Dashed line (top-most
dashed line reaching 26%) is MODE-3 Dep.; Red-Dashed line (lower most of the two dashed
lines reaching 17.8%) is MODE-3 Ind.; Blue-Solid line (top most solid line reaching 16.4%) is
MODE-2 Dep.; finally, Red-Solid line (lower-most solid line reaching 12.5%) is MODE-2 Ind.
Horizontal axis is the noise, Q, in the channel (the probability that a state depolarizes in
one channel) while vertical axis is the log of the key-rate (the ratio of secure secret key bits
to the raw-key size).
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Figure 3: Showing the effective key-rate of our protocol in both modes of operation and
under both channel assumptions. This effective key-rate is lower, though of course noise
tolerance is unaffected. See text for more details. Color online; Blue-Dashed line (top-most
dashed line reaching 26%) is MODE-3 Dep.; Red-Dashed line (lower most of the two dashed
lines reaching 17.8%) is MODE-3 Ind.; Blue-Solid line (top most solid line reaching 16.4%) is
MODE-2 Dep.; Finally, Red-Solid line (lower-most solid line reaching 12.5%) is MODE-2 Ind.
Horizontal axis is the noise, Q, in the channel (the probability that a state depolarizes in
one channel) while vertical axis is the log of the key-rate (the ratio of secure secret key bits
to the total number of qubits sent).

BB84 [6]:
Public Constants:
• Mode = XZ or XYZ specifying whether to use two bases (Z and X) or three (Z, X, and
Y ). Furthermore, we consider the asymmetric version of BB84 [50] whereby only the
Z basis is used for key distillation while any other basis is used only for error testing.
• p ∈ (0, 1), the probability of choosing the Z basis in a particular iteration.
Quantum Communication Stage: This stage repeats the following process until a sufficiently large raw-key is produced.
1. Alice’s Preparation:
• With probability p, A sets an internal private register to bA = Z; otherwise, with
probability 1 − p, she sets bA to be X if Mode = XZ or she sets bA to be X or Y
(with probability (1 − p)/2 each) if Mode = XYZ.
• If bA = Z, then A sets an internal private register kA to be 0 or 1 with uniform
probability and she sends the computational qubit state |kA i to B.
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• Otherwise, if bA = X, A sends the state |+i or |−i to B (choosing uniformly
at random and, of course, saving her choice in a private register); or, if bA = Y
(which only happens when Mode = XYZ), she sends the state |0Y i or |1Y i to B
(again, choosing uniformly at random).
2. Bob’s Operation:
• When B receives a qubit he will set an internal private register bB to Z with
probability p; otherwise, with probability 1 − p, if Mode = XZ, he will set bB to be
X or, if Mode = XYZ, he will set it to be X or Y (with probability (1 − p)/2 each).
• Bob will measure the qubit in the basis specified by bB , saving the result.
3. Communication: (Note this step may be performed after performing the above steps
for sufficiently long.)
• Using the authenticated channel, A discloses bA and B discloses bB . For any
iteration where bA = bB = Z, they will save their preparation (for A) and measurement (for B) results to use as their raw key. For all other iterations, A and
B will disclose complete information on their choices and measurement outcomes
for use in error checking.
• A will chose a random subset of the raw key for use in error checking - namely,
for any iteration in this subset, A and B will disclose their raw key result on this
subset (and, of course, remove these results from their raw key).
Note that, as shown in [51], in the asymptotic scenario, we may set p arbitrarily close to
1 to improve efficiency of the protocol.
Following the execution of this protocol, before further processing the raw-key through error correction and privacy amplification, users may choose to perform a Classical Advantage
Distillation (CAD) protocol. This is a two-way communication process using the authenticated classical channel, which attempts to create an additional advantage for A and B over
E by processing the raw key and producing a new, shorter, raw key. This shorter key is
then, subsequently processed further with error correction and privacy amplification. We will
consider the following CAD protocol, discussed in detail in [10, 11], which is parameterized
by a block-length parameter C ≥ 1:
1. A will select a group of raw-key bits of size C such that all C bits are the same value
(all will be 0 or all will be 1). A then sends the indices of these bits to B (of course,
she keeps their value secret).
2. B will check his raw key to see if all C bits are the same value on his end. If they are, he
will tell A to “accept” this block; otherwise to “reject.” (Note that all communication
in this step and the previous are done using the authenticated classical channel.)
3. If B accepts, both parties compress the C equal-valued bits to a single bit in the natural
way; this new bit is added to the new raw-key while the old block of C bits is discarded
from the original raw-key. If B rejects, both parties discard all C bits.
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We denote by BB84-XZ[C] to mean four-state BB84 using CAD with a block size of C;
similarly, we use BB84-XYZ[C] to mean the same for the six-state BB84.
Since we are comparing to a SQKD protocol using a two-way quantum channel, we will
assume, when running BB84, that users also have access to a two-way quantum channel on
which they will run two independent copies of BB84. That is, they will run BB84 with CAD
on the forward channel resulting in a secret key of size `(NF ) and they will run, independently,
BB84 with CAD on the reverse channel resulting in a secret key of size `(NR ). They will
then combine the two keys resulting in a secret key of size `(NF ) + `(NR ) (thus, the key-rate
will double). This allows one to better compare two-way protocols to one-way protocols and
was also the evaluation method used in [9] when they compared LM05 and SDC-PP (which,
like our SQKD protocol, require a two-way quantum channel) to BB84.
On a single instance of BB84 with CAD, observe that, even in the noise-less case, the new
raw-key will shrink by a factor of 1/C (i.e., if the original raw-key before CAD was M bits
long, the new raw-key will be only M/C bits long). In the event the channel is noisy, this
loss of raw-key material may be even more extreme. However, the advantage to this process
is that the new raw-key should be more highly correlated than the previous one (indeed, for
an error to exist in the new raw key, all C bits on B’s end must be wrong - an event which
occurs with probability, roughly, QC ).
In [11], the BB84 protocol (both the four and six state versions) were analyzed with this
particular CAD process. In that source, they computed the key-rate to be:
!
!
C
1
−
Λ
1 − ΛC
dif f
eq
− eC h
,
(30)
rBB84 (C) = 1 − h(eC ) − (1 − eC )h
2
2
where:
eC =

QC
,
QC + (1 − Q)C

is the error in the new raw-key (after applying CAD) - this is easy to compute as the error will
be the probability that all C bits are wrong on B’s end (with probability QC ) conditioned
on the probability that CAD “accepts” the block (which happens only if they are all equal
or all different, thus this occurs with probability QC + (1 − Q)C ).
The eigenvalues Λeq and Λdif f depend on whether one is considering the four or six state
protocol. Using here also results in [11], we have:

Λeq = 1−2Q
1−Q 
Six-State BB84

Λdif f = 0
Λeq =

1−3Q+2λ4
1−Q





|Q−2λ4 |
Q




Λdif f =
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Four-State BB84

where, for four-state BB84, we must optimize over all λ4 ∈ [0, Q].
Returning to our protocol, we note that there is a similarity to running BB84 with CAD,
setting C = 2. Of course, to perform a fair comparison, we must also consider the effective
key-rate of both protocols. For our SQKD protocol, we use Equation 3 where we have
pacc = (1 − Q)2 + Q2 .
For BB84 using CAD with a block size of C, it is not difficult to see that:
N = K · pacc ·

1
,
C

where N is the expected raw-key size, K is the number of qubits prepared in total, and
pacc = (1 − Q)C + QC . Thus:
reBB84[C] =

1
`(N )
= · pacc · rBB84 (C).
K
C

Of course, when running two independent instances of BB84 (one instance per quantum
channel), these key-rates double.
A graph of the resulting key-rates, assuming two independent instances of BB84 is run
as discussed earlier, is shown in Figure 4. Here we notice that the six-state BB84 almost
exactly agrees with our protocol in MODE-3 for the independent channel case although BB84
is better. There is a striking improvement in key-rate in the dependent case (especially
for MODE-3). Two instances of BB84-XY[2] is most comparable to our protocol in MODE-2;
similarly, BB84-XYZ[2] is most comparable to MODE-3.
In the independent case, two copies of BB84 provide a superior key-rate and noise tolerance; in the dependent case, our protocol produces a better noise tolerance (and often better
key-rate). This is due to the fact that our protocol is able to take advantage of quantum
noise that may “reverse” itself when a qubit travels back whereas two copies of BB84 remain
independent. Note that this is a realistic possibility for some fiber channels where any phase
error picked up in the forward direction is “undone” in the reverse [9, 53]. Thus, we summarize that if such a channel were implemented in practice, our SQKD protocol (or perhaps
another fully-quantum two way protocol augmented with the techniques we developed in
this paper) may be an excellent candidate to improve secure communication. However, even
in the independent case, we achieve a very similar noise tolerance and effective key-rate to
BB84 with CAD, without having to perform a two-way CAD process over the authenticated
channel (though BB84 is better in the independent case). A summary comparison of noise
tolerances is shown in Figure 5.
Note that, as the CAD block size approaches infinity, the BB84 protocol can tolerate up
to 27.6% noise [12, 11], surpassing our protocol’s performance in all modes and evaluated
channels.
To look at this further, let us compare not the final key-rate of our protocol to BB84
with CAD, but instead only E’s uncertainty as measured by S(A|E) on a raw-key iteration.
Rather surprisingly, we show that E’s uncertainty is greater in our case than in the case of
BB84 with CAD for certain channels. Again, using computations from [11], and the definition
of quantum mutual information: I(A : E) = S(A) + S(E) − S(AE) = S(A) − S(A|E) =
25

Figure 4: Showing the effective key-rate of our protocol, compared with the effective keyrate of two instances of BB84 with CAD applied using a block size of 2. Color available
online; Solid-Green line (top-most of the solid lines, reaching 26%) is MODE-3 Dep.; SolidMagenta (solid line reaching near 18%) is MODE-3 Ind.; Solid Blue (solid line reaching 16.4%)
is MODE-2 Dep.; Solid-Red (lowest line, reaching 12.5%) is MODE-2 Ind.; Dashed-Red (highest
dashed line reaching 18.1%) is BB84-XYZ[2]; finally, Dashed-Blue (lowest of the dashed lines,
reaching 14%) is BB84-XZ[2]. Horizontal axis is the noise, Q, in the channel (the probability
that a state depolarizes in one channel) while vertical axis is the log of the key-rate (the
ratio of secure secret key bits to the number of qubits sent in total).
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Figure 5: Showing the noise tolerance for our protocol and two instances of BB84 with
various CAD block sizes. See text for further explanations and observations. Vertical axis
is maximal noise tolerance where noise, Q, is the probability that a state depolarizes in one
channel.
1 − S(A|E) (since we are assuming a symmetric attack in both protocols thus A’s key bit
is unbiased and, so, equally likely to be 0 or 1 yielding S(A) = 1). In this case, it is trivial
algebra to show (using Equation 30 and basic definitions of mutual information):
!
!
C
1
−
Λ
1 − ΛC
dif f
eq
− eC h
.
(31)
S(A|E)BB84[C] = 1 − (1 − eC )h
2
2
Figure 6 shows a comparison of S(A|E) for our protocol and BB84 with CAD in the
independent case; Figure 7 shows the same but for the dependent channel case. For the
dependent case, Eve’s uncertainty is far greater than BB84[2] in all cases except for MODE-2
when Q > 25%. For the independent case, the uncertainty E has on A’s raw key bit is
almost identical between MODE-3 and BB84-XYZ[2]. But for MODE-2 and BB84-XZ[2], the
latter admits greater uncertainty for Eve. Note that, in these computations, we are looking at
only one copy of BB84 to compare uncertainty on a single instance and not overall key-rate.

V.

CHANNEL LOSS

While our main focus has been the analysis of our protocol under a loss-less channel, in this
section we provide a preliminary analysis of our protocol’s behavior on a channel with loss.
In particular, this will allow us to compute bounds on the maximal distance over which a
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Figure 6: Showing E’s uncertainty, as measured by S(A|E) of our protocol, along with BB84
with a CAD block size of 2. For our two-way protocol, we are assuming an independent
channel in this figure. That is, for our SQKD protocol, the X basis error rate is almost twice
what it is when evaluating BB84 in this graph. Horizontal axis is noise (the probability
that a state depolarizes in one channel) while vertical axis is the conditional entropy of the
system.

Figure 7: Showing E’s uncertainty, as measured by S(A|E) of our protocol, along with
BB84 with a CAD block size of 2. For our two-way protocol, we are assuming a dependent
channel in this figure. Higher uncertainty is better for A and B. Horizontal axis is noise
(the probability that a state depolarizes in one channel) while vertical axis is the conditional
entropy of the system.
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key may be successfully distilled. To do this analysis, we must first specify how A and B
should behave when a loss event occurs (i.e., when either or both A and B detect a vacuum)
on any particular iteration. Due to the drastic increase in the probability of a vacuum over
distance when running on fiber channels [45], we will attempt to increase the efficiency of
the protocol by assuming that A will not discard iterations where she detects a vacuum on
the return path. If B detects a vacuum, he will discard the iteration. Thus, considering our
protocol description from Section II, we augment it with the following rules: On step 2, Bob’s
Operation, if B receives a vacuum after choosing Measure and Resend, he will simply inform
A to discard the iteration (this may be done later of course). On step 3, Alice’s Measurement,
we add the rule that if bA = b0A = Z and if she detects a vacuum, she sets her internal register
Accept = 1. That is, she will assume the measurement would have worked out. This gives
E an advantage, and more strategic choices of protocol implementation would be worth
considering for future work. However, here, we are only interested in getting a rough bound
on the tolerance to loss of our protocol.
Now, to analyze the protocol, we will assume the worst case, that on any vacuum event, E
actually gains full information on A’s key-bit register. This is obviously a strong assumption
in favor of the adversary. In real life, E would mostly likely have some uncertainty. Future
work may be able to tighten and improve on this analysis.
To perform the required analysis, we will model the forward and reverse channels as
symmetric channels. In the forward direction, this maps a density operator ρ to:
EF (ρ) = (1 − pl )UF ρUF∗ + pl [vac]T ⊗ µE ,
where pl is the probability of a loss in one channel (forward or backward); |vaciT is an
orthonormal basis state in the transit Hilbert space modeling a vacuum event; UF is E’s attack operator used in the protocol analysis earlier; and µE is some arbitrary density operator
modeling E’s state but giving her full information on A’s raw key bit (again, an unrealistic
assumption giving great advantage to the adversary - in practice, the bound we derive can
only be better). The reverse channel is similar, using UR instead of UF . Of course we must
augment UR to act on |vaci, however this action may be arbitrary since B will eventually
reject the iteration anyway. One may think of this attack model as Eve choosing to drop a
photon randomly (and somehow gaining full information on A’s key in the process, a strong
assumption in favor of the adversary) or letting it travel but probing it with operator UF /UR .
Using this attack model, and realizing that A always accepts when she detects a vacuum,
we may model a single iteration of the protocol, conditioning on a raw key being distilled,
as follows. In the forward channel, the operator, after B’s operation but before sending to
E again, is of the form:
(1 − pl )µABE + pl µdiscard ,
where µABE is the operator identical to the previous no-loss case, and µdiscard is some arbitrary operator where B’s flag specifies that he will discard this iteration (as he detected
a vacuum); nothing Eve does to this operator will later matter as B will always send the
message to discard that iteration. On the reverse channel, after A’s final measurement, but
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before B informs whether he received a vacuum or not, this system evolves to:
(1 − pl )2 ρABE + (1 − pl )pl τABE + µ0discard ,
where ρABE is the density operator derived in the previous section (where there was no loss),
see Equation 7 and τABE is some arbitrary density operator where E has full information,
yet A and B eventually distill a key-bit. Finally, µ0discard is some arbitrary, non-normalized,
operator on which B will eventually report “reject.” B will then inform A to discard the
iteration if he initially detected a vacuum (i.e., we will project out the µ0discard case) yielding
the following density operator:
σABE

(1 − pl )2 ρABE + (1 − pl )pl τABE
=
= (1 − pl )ρABE + pl τABE .
(1 − pl )2 + (1 − pl )pl

(32)

Using the concavity of conditional von Neumann entropy, and the fact that E has no uncertainty on vacuum events in this scenario, we have:
S(A|E)σ ≥ (1 − pl )S(A|E)ρ ,
and S(A|E)ρ may be bounded as before (though, of course, all measured statistics used must
now be taken to mean conditioned on no loss - since we are assuming still the asymptotic
scenario, loss will not affect statistic gathering so long as the probability of a photon being
received is non-zero; in the finite key setting, of course, it would greatly affect efficiency
however we leave that for future work). Only remaining, now, is to recompute H(A|B). Let
p̃i,j be the probability that A and B agree on a raw-key bit of i and j respectively in this
new lossy scenario. In this symmetric case, these values are easily found to be:

1
(1 − Q)2 (1 − pl ) + pl (1 − Q)
(33)
p̃0,0 = p̃1,1 =
M

1
p̃0,1 = p̃1,0 =
Q2 (1 − pl ) + pl Q ,
(34)
M
and where M is the obvious normalization term. Note that when pl = 0, all equations
collapse to the loss-less case as expected. As we are only interested in the tolerance to noise
and loss (i.e., when r ≥ 0), we do not consider the effective key-rate (as this will only scale
the r value in the asymptotic scenario; in the finite key setting, this would not be the case
as vacuum events will affect the efficiency of statistic gathering).
If we assume a fiber channel, where 1 − pl = 10−α·d/10 [45], we may compute the maximal
distance over which a key may be distilled assuming this attack model. These results, for
α = .25dB/km are shown in Figures 8 and 9. We observe that, for low-noise levels (Figure
8), the difference between MODE-2 and MODE-3 is slight. However, for higher noise-levels
(shown in Figure 9), the difference between the two modes is more substantial.

VI.

CLOSING REMARKS

In this paper, we showed how a semi-quantum protocol may be constructed which, by taking
advantage of the two-way quantum channel, can tolerate high levels of noise. We performed
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Figure 8: Showing the key-rate of our protocol as a function of distance (in km) for a fixed
noise level of Q = QX = .005. Here we are using pl = 1 − 10−.25d/10 , where d is the distance
of the channel in km, and pl is the probability of photon loss in a single channel as described
in the text. Horizontal axis is distance (in km) while vertical axis is log of the key-rate (the
ratio of secret key bits to raw-key size).

Figure 9: Showing the key-rate of our protocol as a function of distance (in km) for noise
levels Q = QX = .05 and Q = QX = .1. Horizontal axis is distance (in km) while vertical
axis is log of the key-rate (the ratio of secret key bits to raw-key size).
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a security analysis and key-rate computation for our protocol comparing to several other
(S)QKD protocols. Our proof of security developed new techniques to take advantage of
three-bases with mismatched measurements over two-way channels; these techniques may
be applicable to the proof of security of other (S)QKD protocols utilizing two-way quantum
communication channels. We also compared our protocol to BB84 with CAD and showed
some interesting similarities and differences in the two settings.
Many interesting future problems remain open. First, we did not consider finite key
settings, and so it would be interesting to consider this. We utilized numerous mismatched
statistics to get our high noise tolerance in the asymptotic setting; while our work here
compares favorably with other protocols in the asymptotic setting, it would be interesting
to see if this continues to hold true if finite resources are used. Second, we considered ideal
settings; practical devices are only just beginning to be realized in the semi-quantum setting
[2, 34] and it would be interesting to try and adapt some of those techniques to our protocol
presented here or, alternatively, to adapt the techniques developed here, to those potentially
practical SQKD protocols. Note that, even though these may be practical to implement,
standard fully-quantum protocols are still easier to implement thus, this practical study
is still mostly of theoretical interest. Finally, it would be interesting to apply the threebasis mismatched measurement technique we used here to other semi-quantum (or fullyquantum) protocols using a two-way quantum channel; we suspect that improvements to
noise tolerances may be established in these cases using the techniques we developed in this
paper.
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